Abstract -S pin image is a good feature descriptor of the 3D surface, thus it has been extensive ly used in many applications such as S LAM of mobile robot and cooperation of heterogeneous robots. However, due to the huge computational burden, it is difficult to be used in real time applications. Thus, in order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of spin image based point clouds registration algorithm, a fast registration algorithm is proposed in this paper based on low-dimensional feature space composed of curvature, the Tsallis entropy of the spin image and laser reflection intensity. The main contribution of this paper is that through constructing the low dimensional feature space, the correspondence searching procedure can be divided into two steps: firstly, select similar key points in the propose d low dimensional feature space using k-d tree; then spin image feature is used to search for correspondences among a very limited amount of point candidates. Finally, experiments with respect to a man made surroundings are conducted and the results show the feasibility and validity of the new proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomy, i.e., the ability of the robot systems to work in dynamical, unstructured, and complicated environments, is one of the most important researching topic and has gained great attentions from the researchers in the field of robotics [1] [2] . Among several enabling technology of autonomous robot system, real time 3D environment modelling, especially 3D modelling is one of the most important representations [3] [4] .
In some applications, registration of local map is necessary in order to obtain a complete 3D environmental model. For example, in the case of multiple robot cooperation, sensing data from different mobile robot need s to be fused to obtain a compatible and consistent map.
Especially, when cooperating between heterogeneous robots, such as aerial robot and ground robot which makes great sense in the application of robotic outdoor exploring [5] , is required to be fused environmental map models usually have huge difference in both viewpoint and scale. This is a very challenging task and has gradually been one of the key researching topic in the field of multiple robot system [6] [7] .
In most recent, there appears some work for the problem of matching or registration of environmental maps with different viewpoint and scale. For example, in reference [7] , the Harris corner detector and the SUSAN corner detector were suggested to register the range data of lasers equipped in aerial robot and ground robot respectively. Tests in real platform showed the feasibility and validity of the proposed method. But this algorithm is difficult to be implemented in natural outdoor environment, since little edge or corner feature can be found there. In reference [8] , Chua introduced point signature, a special kind of local point feature descriptor, to search for correspondences. The point signature here is defined as an intersection curve between the local patch of the map and a sphere centered to the point with some pre-defined radius. The main drawback of this algorithm is the procedure to compute the point signature, which needs too much time [9] . Beyond that, some researchers proposed to use line feature to find corresponding point pairs to conduct map registration. For example, in reference [10] , pairs of lines based on line length and plane area are searched first, then rigid transformation among potential pairs is computed, and finally the one that maximizes the number of planes is taken as the result. However, this algorithm can't perform well in the outdoor natural environment.
Compared to the other descriptors based registration algorithm, spin image is a good selection since it is robust with respect to the data noise and can be used in different environments [11] . In reference [6] , heavily vegetated environments information fusion of aerial and ground robot is researched using the concept of "spin-images". Spin image is a local and compact representation of a 3-D surface that is invariant by rotation and translation. This representation enables simple and efficient computation of the similarity of two surfaces patch by comparing the signatures computed at selected points on the patches. However, the spin image based method is very time consuming and thus difficult to be used in real time [12] .
The main reason that results in the huge computing burden in spin-image based map registration is that the corresponding point searching algorithm of the method needs to be conducted in a high dimensional space. This also may result in the problem of so-called bad correspondence which will deteriorate the robustness of the map registration algorithm. Thus, in this paper, an efficient spin-image based map registration algorithm is proposed. Different with algorithm in reference [6] , some other feature description information, including curvature, the Tsallis entropy of the spin image, and reflection intensity of laser sensor, are introduced to generate a new three-dimensional feature space, where the registration algorithm is conducted. By doing this, the spin-image based feature matching is only required in a set with a small number of elements so that both the computational efficiency and robustness of the registration algorithm can be improved greatly.
The remained content of this paper is organized as follows. First, the original spin image based registration method is introduced in section II. Second, the new proposed registration algorithm using low-dimensional feature space is introduced in section III. Subsequently, in section IV, experiments are conducted with respect to a 3D laser sensor and the results are compared with that using classic spin image method and multi-resolution spin image method [12] . Finally, the paper ends with the conclusions of our work.
II. RELATED WORK
3D point clouds map registration is a fundamental and challenging task in the field of environmental modelling and understanding. In this section, the basic concept of spin image and the registration algorithm is introduced. Spin image was first proposed by Johnson and Hebert in 1997 for 3D surface registration and object recognition applications [11] . Its basic idea is to represent 3D geometry in a 2D geometry subspace.
A. Spin Image
The concept of spin-image can be described as Fig.1 . For a vertex p on a surface, spin image is a description of the surface near p in 2D space. In order to produce the spin image, the following two steps are required.
Firstly, produce a 2D point cloud image through projecting the 3D surface near p into a 2D plane P produced by the vertex p. The map from the 3D point x near p to its projection (a x , β x ) on P can be denoted as follows, 3 2
where n is the normal vector of the surface at point p; x is the 3D point coordinate belong to the set of neighboring point cloud data of vertex point p; α x is the distance from x to the normal and β x is the distance from x to the tangent plane. Secondly, produce a grid image G using all elements S p (x). The value of each grid of G can be computed by accumulating the number of points S p (x) that belongs to the corresponding region. Then the grid image is called spin image. It is clear that the spin image is a 2D histogram feature of a 3D patch. It is a kind of quantitative description of the 3D surface and thus can be used to compare the similarity of two 3D surfaces to realize point correspondence in map registration algorithm. When comparing two spin images P and Q where N is the number of the overlapping pixels used in the computation of R, the similarity measure C is defined as,
where λ is the weight of the variance against the expected value of the correlation coefficient.
B. Classical Registration Algorithm
With spin image feature evaluation method, the map registration algorithm can be realized as in Fig.2 .
Algorithm as Fig.2 can be divided into the following several steps,
Step I: Based on two sets of point cloud data from different sensor system, conduct filtering and preprocessing;
Step II: Select some key points that best represent the scene in both datasets through using some algorithm, such as SIFT algorithm introduced in [13] ;
Step III: Compute the feature descriptor (i.e., spin image) of all key points obtained in Step II;
Step IV: For each key point belonging to dataset 1, search the possible corresponding key point in dataset 2 based on the similarity measures of the spin image feature;
Step V: Check the results of Step IV and wipe off the bad correspondences that contribute negatively to the registration process;
Step VI: Finally, the transformation matrix of the two different maps based on the corresponding points can be obtained. The main computational burden of the map fusion algorithm is Step III and Step IV since producing and similarity evaluation of spin image is a time consuming procedure, if we can reduce the number of key points and simplify the searching algorithm in Step IV, the time efficiency of the algorithm can surely be improved greatly. This is just the main idea of our work. Step II
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Step VI Fig. 2 The procedures of registration algorithm based on spin image III. FAST MAP REGISTRATION ALGORITHM Our aim in this paper is to fuse two point cloud maps with different viewpoint and scale. This algorithm is useful in many real applications such as mapping and localization of mobile robot in GPS-denied surroundings, and surrounding understanding. Although spin image is well fit for describing the 3D feature of the surroundings due to its rigid transformation invariance and robustness with respect to the noise, we have said in the last section that it has to face the problem of computational efficiency.
The main computational burden of the spin-image based map registration algorithm is from the procedure of find the corresponding relationship between a great numbers of key points of two different maps. In order to solve this problem, we will establish a low-dimensional feature space of the point cloud map in this paper to re-organize the key points of the map so that the corresponding algorithm can be conducted in a greatly contractive set.
A. Low-dimensional feature space
Spin image is a refined feature descriptor, in order to improve the computational efficiency, it is necessary to fast select the keypoint corresponding candidate before comparing their similarity of spin image feature. In this paper, three typical features of curvature, Tsallis entropy of spinimage and reflection intensity of laser are selected to constitute the low dimensional feature space, which is then used to re-organize the key points so that the spin image based corresponding procedure can be simplified greatly. The reason that we choose the above three features to establish the low-dimensional feature space is that they contain completely different information and are simple to be computed. What's more important is that they are all invariant to rigid transformation and scale. In the following content of this sub-section, the three kinds of feature will be introduced.
 Curvature
In mathematics, curvature is an important local property of a geometric surface, and is often used in computer graphics. In this paper, the principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm is used to approach the curvature of a geometric surface [13] . The PCA algorithm can be explained as Fig. 3 and the following steps, 1) Firstly, select a sphere S with a pre-defined radius r centered as the interested point p. Denote all the point in S as P i (i = 1,2,…,k) and obtain the following covariance matrix C of the sphere,
where P represents the 3D center of the sphere S; the supervise T denote transposition.
2) Then, compute the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C as following,
where j  is the j-th eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, and j v  the j-th eigenvector.
3) Finally, the curvature of the interested surface in point p can be computed using the following equation,
Since the curvature is a rotation and translation invariant feature of a geometric surface, the corresponding points from two maps with different viewpoint should have similar curvature. Therefore it is appropriate to use the curvature feature to limit the search for correspondences.
 The Tsallis entropy of spin-image
In information theory, entropy is a metric of the disorder or randomness of a system. In this paper, we use Tsallis entropy to define the disorder of the spin image feature and then use it as an element in low-dimensional feature space.
Given a set of discrete probabilities {p i } of a stochastic system with the condition,
the Tsallis entropy of the system can be defined as follows [14] ,
where q is a real parameter sometimes called entropic-index.
Essentially, spin image describes the probability of the coordinate ( , )  distributed in the bin box of spin image.
Therefore, we can compute the Tsallis entropy of the spin image based on Eq. (7). It is obvious that the corresponding points from two maps with different viewpoint should be similar in the aspect of Tsallis entropy. In another word, the Tsallis entropy is a simplified description of the spin image, therefore it is invariant of rotation and translation, and appropriate to use Tsallis entropy as a feature to limit the search for correspondences , instead of directly use it to register two different maps.
 The reflection intensity of laser
Currently, the advanced LiDAR system can not only apply the 3D point cloud data with irregular spacing, but also detect the laser impulse reflection intensity of the object simultaneously. The laser reflection intensity relates directly to the surface material properties of the objects. That means, the corresponding points from different map should have the similar laser reflection intensity.
The laser reflection intensity data have been used by many researchers in object recognition, person tracking, removing the vegetation to uncover the terrain surface, and so on [15, 16] . In this paper, we use it as a feature to limit the search for corresponding. Also, it is able to filter the wrong corresponding efficiently (see section IV).
B. KD tree based point cloud structure in lowdimensional feature space
In computer science, a KD tree is a space-partitioning data structure for organizing points in a k-dimensional space.
KD trees are a special case of binary space partitioning trees and very useful for range and nearest neighbor searches.
Each level of a KD tree splits all children on a specific dimension. At the root of the tree all children will be split based on the first dimension. The most efficient way to build a KD tree is to place the median point at the root and every node with a smaller one dimensional value to the left and larger to the right. Repeat this procedure on the sub-trees and finally a KD tree of the low-dimensional feature space is constructed [17] .
It has been shown that KD trees are not suitable for efficiently finding the nearest neighbors in high-dimensional spaces, because most of the points in the tree will be evaluated, the efficiency is no better than exhaustive search [18] . Therefore the k-d tree is not fit for directly applied in searching for correspondences in the spin image feature space. For our purpose, in this work, we use the KD tree to organize the key points in the low-dimensional feature space based on the three features discussed in the above subsection. And then, during corresponding key points searching, we can firstly find the k-Nearest neighbors which we called the keypoints corresponding candidate sets for a given input point, and then the spin image based corresponding searching can be conducted among very small amount of point candidates, so that the searching efficiency can be improved.
C. The proposed fast point clouds registration algorithm
In this section, we will introduce the registration algorithm in detail.
 The new proposed registration algorithm
Details of the fast point clouds registration algorithm can be sketched as Fig. 4 , and the detailed steps are explained as follows,
Step II: Select some keypoints that best represent the scene in both datasets through using some algorithm, such as 3D SIFT keypoints detection algorithm [13] ;
Step III: Compute the curvature, the Tsallis entropy of spin image of all the keypoints, and obtain their reflection intensity from laser data. Establish the new lowdimensional feature space and generate a KD tree of the low-dimensional feature space;
Step IV: 4. Search the corresponding points from two sets of data. The procedure can be implemented as follows: firstly, select one keypoint p i from Data set 1; then find all the similar keypoint as corresponding points candidate in the KD-tree of data set 2 with a predefined radius;
Step V: Compute the feature descriptor (i.e., spin image) of all similar keypoitns obtained in Step IV;
Step VI: For each keypoint belonging to dataset 1, search for correspondences in the possible corresponding keypoints candidate sets obtained in Step IV based on the similarity measures of the spin image feature.
Change keypoint of Data set 1, and go to Step IV until all keypoints of Data set 1 are dealt with;
Step VII: Check the results of Step VI and wipe off the bad correspondences that contribute negatively to the registration process;
Step VIII: Finally, the transformation matrix of the two different maps based on the corresponding points can be obtained.
 Algorithm complexity analysis
The main difference between the proposed algorithm in this paper and the classic point clouds registration algorithm introduced in section II using only spin-image feature is that the new proposed algorithm is time efficient since the size of point cloud to be searched during the step of correspondences searching is reduced greatly by detecting corresponding keypoints candidate sets in low-dimensional feature space (i.e., Step III and Step IV).
Let M and N be the number of keypoints in two different data sets, k be the mean size of the corresponding keypoints candidate sets searched in the low-dimensional space. The time complexity of our new proposed algorithm is
, where
is the complexity of establishment of the KD-tree;
is the complexity of the search in the KD-tree [19, 20] ; ( )
OC
is the complexity of establishment of the low-dimensional space, which is at the same level of (
. Usually, mean size k is much less than both M and N (see in section IV). While the time complex of the classic algorithm shown in section II can be denoted as O(NM), since the similarity measure is computed for every detected keypoints. In real registration applications, the laser data is in a surprisingly large amount, even the keypoints may still be out of a manageable level. Thus approximately, the computing complexity of our algorithm is much less than the classic algorithm ( )
O MN
. This can be clearly seen from experimental results in section IV. 
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Step VIII Re-organize the point cloud in low dimensional feature space
Step V Search corresponding points in KD-tree In order to verify the feasibility and performance improvement of the new proposed algorithm, experiments are conducted with respect to a man made environment as shown in Fig. 5 -left using a HOKUYO laser equipped at a PTU-D47 pan-tilt unit. And one of the raw point clouds is shown in Fig. 5 -right. In the experimental environment, there include several typical features, such as natural vegetation (trees with thick/thin trucks), toy model (simulation of human) and boats (man-made objects), etc.
We have conducted three different experiments. In each experiment, two groups of point cloud data are obtained with different conditions (as shown in Fig. 6 ). In experiment I, two groups of data are obtained from different viewpoint but with the similar distance/scale; in experiment II, two groups of data are obtained from different distance/scale but with the similar viewpoint; while in experiment III, two groups of data are obtained from different distance/scale and different similar viewpoint. Furthermore, in order to show the performance improvement of the proposed algorithm, for each experiment, the three different registration algorithms are used and compared. Classical spin image based registration algorithm (C-SP) as shown in section II, multiresolution spin image algorithm (MR-SP) as shown in [12] , which is a good extension of classical spin image method made to increase the computational efficiency, and the new proposed algorithm (LDS-SP) are all running in a computer system (Intel-Core2 2.9 GHz). The results are shown in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 . Fig. 7 gives out the point cloud data after ru nning filtering and preprocessing (Fig. 7 -left , radius outlier filter, statistical outlier filter, and voxel down sampling) and 3D SIFT keypoints detecting algorithms (Fig. 7 -right) , respectively. The size of the keypoints is approximately 1/20 to 1/40 of the size of the raw data (see Table 1 ). This is the first step to reduce the computational burden through decreasing the useful data point (used in all algorithms). Fig.  8 presents the result of correspondence searching using three different algorithms. From Fig. 8 , it is clear that both the C-SP algorithm and MR-SP algorithm result in some bad correspondences, as shown in circled lines in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) . These correspondences are not right and can be avoided in the result of the new proposed LDS-SP algorithm. Therefore, from the final registration results (Fig. 9) , it is obviously that the registration precision of the LDS-SP is better than the other two methods, as the two registered point clouds mixed more compactly.
Some quantitative comparisons are shown in Table 1 . For time efficiency, the time of search (Stime) for correspondences based on spin images, and the total time of the registration algorithm (Ttime) are analyzed. The Stime for LDS-SP algorithm is 1/4 to 1/7 of that for MR-SP technique, and nearly 1/20 of that for C-SP method. The reason is that in LDS-SP algorithm, after the KD tree based searching procedure in the proposed low-dimensional feature space, the key points candidate sets are reduced greatly, whose mean size is nearly 1/10 of the key points after step II in Fig.  4 , and 1/200 to 1/400 of the raw points (Table 1) . This is the main steps that improve the time efficiency of the proposed algorithm, because the results of Ttime minus Stime (Tt-St in Table 1 ) using different algorithms are almost same.
For registration accuracy and robustness, we compared the number of the correspondences (Cor). From Table 1 , it can be seen that in our LDS-SP algorithm, this value is much bigger (more than 2 times) than that of the other two algorithms. From Table 1 , we can also conclude that our algorithm can still be used in the cases with huge difference in both viewpoint and scale while the other two algorithm present very poor performance (because the number of the correspondences is less than 3). Beyond that, our proposed algorithm can also decrease the bad correspondences (see Figure 8 ). This is because it is difficult to avoid bad correspondences only using geometric information. While in our approach, we introduced some other information (curvature, laser reflection intensity) to further eliminate some bad correspondences.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new spin image based map registration algorithm is proposed to improve the computational efficiency of it. The main idea of the proposed algorithm in this paper is to utilize the new developed low-dimensional feature space to re-organize the corresponding keypoint candidate, so that the complicated searching algorithm and huge computational burden of the classical registration algorithm can be avoided and the time efficiency of the whole algorithm can be improved greatly. The selected features include the curvature, the Tsallis of spin image, and laser reflection intensity. These features contain completely different information and are simple to be computed. What's more important is that they are all invariant to rigid transformation and scale. Thus, it is fit to simplify the corresponding key point searching procedure with ensured robustness. The experiments with respect to a man-made surroundings with different elements are conducted and the results show that: 1) the computational time of the proposed algorithm is improved 4 to 7 times better than multiresolution spin image algorithm and nearly 20 times better than classical spin image algorithm; 2) the robustness can also be improved, this can be obtained through the number of the good correspondences, which is often much bigger (more than two times) than the other two algorithms . 
